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The 16 unique outbuildings
The outbuildings have an impact on the streetscape in may different ways, for example reinforcing identity between the different 
blocks, adding a smaller scale to the new developement, define the streets and activating the street level

A new city street and a strong network of paths
The suburban character of the existing roads is 
transformed into an urban street by turning round-
abouts and underground tunnels into intersections 
and by gathering traffic into a more narrow street 
with big lush green trees, paved surfaces and rain 
gardens that provide valuable ecosystem services 
to the area. A narrower street environment slows 
down the speed of the car traffic, gathers people 
closer together and promotes walking and bicy-
cle use instead of cars. The western and eastern 
roundabouts are kept. An intersection at these 
points could reduce the flow of the traffic to an 
unacceptable extent. In the new structure these 
roundabouts become landmarks, as they only ex-
ist in the beginning and the end of the street. They 

get a new design for providing habitats and for 
handling rainwater. 

The bicycle path to and from the city center gets 
a continuation on the south side all the way to 
Håstens torg. By the square the location of the bi-
cycle lane is moved to the north side to connect to 
the mobility hub and the square. The existing bi-
cycle road is kept as a two-way path because this 
solution works best with the existing structures.
The location of the street is slightly altered at some 
points to maximize the space for public parks and 
residential development. But at large it is kept at 
its current location, which reduces the need to 
build new infrastructure, which is more economic 
and better for environmental reasons. 

Outbildning connected with wooden wall and main building on 
Östra Vallgatan in central Varberg

Birds eye view over the area in it’s current state

Main building, wooden wall and 
outbildning, same building elements 
connected in nearby Håsten

Wooden wall with decorated 
door at Eskilsgatan

ated, both as an entrance to the new main park and as 
a sunny spot to stay at. Terraces are created leading 
down towards the tunnel with a combination of plant-
ings and seating areas. 
L Trädlyckeparken – The new main park
The new main park is placed in relation to the green 
path that connects two main forest areas in Varberg. 
Existing trees on the site will be used for the main 
structure of the park, where glades will be created and 
turned into larger grass surface such as a gathering 
space, an outdoor gym and playground. 
M  Terrasshuset – The terrace house
Apartments with lush private terraces with a view over 
the park. 
N Hus norr om vägen - Northern typology
Apartment buildings with residential yard between the 
buildings and recessed balconies towards the street 
side. 
O Våtmarksparken - The wetland park
The wetland park acts as an extension to the creek that 
flows along the north side of the street. A playful site 
for children to investigate the flow and forces of water 
and its function as a habitat for insects, birds and other 
animals.
P Hus söder om vägen - Southern typology
Apartment buildings with an urban facade towards the 
street and a small-scale, varied facade with generous 
balconies towards the garden side.
Q Ängstorget – The meadow square
A square with big plantbeds especially combined to 
provide habitats for pollinators on a sunny and dry site, 
which is especially well suited to create such a habitat. 
R Urbana trädgårdshuset – The vertical garden
Deep ground floor premises facing the small square. 
Balconies above are recessed, giving the façade an
urban character. 
S  Bäcken - The Creek
Behind the yards and houses a creek is flowing along 
a winding path. They create connecting elements and 
playful environments as well and act as a habitat for 
insects and birds. 

A  Skogsträdgården – The forest garden
A modern low-maintenance forest garden for food pro-
duction that provides berries, nuts and fruit throughout 
a long time of the year. The flowers in spring will be an 
event for the whole area.      
B Staplade radhus - Stacked row houses
A shallow housing typology with access balconies and 
freestanding towers containing stair and elevator. 
C Trädgårdshusen - Gardening houses
Small outbuilding belonging to the detached houses in 
the south. Additional access from Trädlyckevägen is 
created.
D  Mobilitetshuset - Mobility hub
A building for parking your car, renting a car, bicycle, 
fix your bike, and recycling.
E Saluhallen - Market hall
A flexible building with a market hall on the ground floor, 
a mixed-use hall in the middle and a public roof terrace.
F Restaurang - Restaurant in former gas station
The old gas station is transformed into a restaurant with 
a large outdoor seating area.
G Basaren - The Bazaar
A new building that creates a new “open” face to the 
closed Coop-building of today. Creates a possibility for 
small entrepreneurs in the area to rent a small place for 
a shop or workshop.
H Håstens torg – Håstens square
A well defined space with activities for all ages, sunny 
areas for restaurants, cafées and hanging out as well 
as lush tree plantings, playful water features and beau-
tiful pavings and lighting. 
I Strykjärnshuset - The Flat iron
Wedge-shaped building due to the shape of the plot. 
The façade helps framing Håstens square. The pointy 
edge becomes a characteristic element at the promi-
nent location by the intersecting streets. 
J Källan - The Spring
Pocket park with a water feature.
K Tunnelterrasserna - The tunnel terraces
One of the existing tunnels will be kept but redesigned. 
On the south side of the tunnel a public space is cre-

Streetscape, placemaking and typology

Principal section

Tunnels are turned into crossings except for the 
tunnel by the new Trädlyckeparken where it is 
suggested that the tunnel is improved. The tunnel 
provides a safe pathway for children between im-
portant green areas in the city and makes it easier 
for physical activity such as running in between 
sport areas. But keeping the tunnel demands an 
altered design. The tunnel needs to be widened, 
to get better lighting and to be combined with a 
programming that provides a feeling of safety. The 
new Trädlyckeparken, housing nearby and pub-
lic terraces along the path towards the tunnel will 
turn the area around the tunnel into a place where 
people stay, live, play and work out. That makes 
it possible to turn an unsafe place into a positive 
addition to the overall structure.    
    
The new structure of Trädlyckevägen gets big 
street trees all the way from the western to the 
eastern roundabout. The trees give the street a 
recognizable character, making it appear as the 
main street in the area. The street also gets a pav-
ing that makes it feel like a continuation of the city 
center and not a suburban street. Stockrosgatan 
and Mosippegatan also get a new character with 
tree rows, new crossings, and paving. 

Parks and squares inspired by old farmlands
The new parks and squares in the area interpret 
the qualities of the old farmlands in a new way. 
Våtmarksparken is inspired by wetland mead-
ows that used to constitute an important part of 
the old farmlands and The new main park, Trädly-
ckeparken, is inspired by groves in the old farm-
lands and how small scale forest production cre-
ates beautiful forests.    

Another example is Skogsträdgården in the 
western part of the area. Hazel groves and ap-
ple orchards once was an invaluable part of the 
self-sustaining household. A modern forest gar-
den recreates this and adds inspiring new plants 
such as peaches, apricots, hops and other plants 
that inspire local food production. 

Housing typology and scale
Most of the apartment buildings are designed as 
linear blocks (lamellhus). The buildings are gener-
ally four stories, which is a scale that is not foreign 
to the existing environments of Varberg but which 
can still be cost-effective in today’s real estate 
market. The ground floors consist of either pub-
lic functions such as shops and common areas 
with generous ceiling heights, or apartments with 
a much-needed raised floor towards the street. 
Under the raised floor of the apartments it is easy 
to construct a basement half a floor underground, 
where ramps for cars can be short and where 
there is the possibility of providing some daylight. 
The penthouses are designed as part of the roofs 
with their different shapes, which contributes even 
more to the area’s pleasant scale. The buildings 
are not longer than that they can be served by only 
two staircases, or approximately 50 m, which pre-
vents them from being perceived as too long.

Some of the buildings along Trädlyckevägen have 
unique conditions due to their location adjacent 
to parks and squares. Those particular buildings 
respond to these conditions with their shape and 
orientation. Two examples are The Terrace house 
which faces the evening sun in the west over Träd-
lyckeparken and The Flat iron which is wedged 

into the sharp junction between Trädlyckevägen 
and Mosippegatan. 

Site-specific urbanity
In addition to the apartment buildings, we propose 
several other urban elements to help define the 
streetscape. Freestanding, not too tall, wooden 
walls are a recurring element that is also found in 
the city center of Varberg that allow greenery and 

trees in courtyards to also be seen from the street. 
Where a satisfying courtyard cannot be arranged 
on the back of a house due to bad sun conditions 
or lack of space within the plot, the courtyards are 
instead located between the houses and protected 
from the street by the wooden walls. The wooden 
walls frequently contain doors that enable several 
connections between the street and the courtyard.

Outbuildings, smaller in scale and with common 
areas for the residents, will be an important ele-
ment that helps to activate the ground floor and to 
define the extent of the open, private courtyards. 
In addition, they become architecturally interesting 
elements in the urban environment and strengthen 
the associations to the older neighborhoods in the 
city center. The outbuildings also help to bridge 
the differences in scale between the existing sin-
gle-family houses and the new multi-family hous-
es. Together with the low wooden walls, a cohe-
sive street-level character is created where the low 
wooden walls and the outbuildings becomes an 
integral part of the architecture. The low but dense 
scale of the development, together with the apart-
ment buildings that strictly faces the street, an en-
closed, urban space is created with an impression 
that is similar to the urban enclosed city block but 
with more green elements in the streetscape. 

The facades of the new buildings are made out 
of wood. Associations could be created with the 
older, wooden architecture in the city center of 
Varberg. This type of site specificity prevents the 
architecture to get a generic expression. Instead 
the buildings get a local and unique expression, 
based on it’s context. 
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A site-specific urbanity

Axonometric view   
Index of proposal

The city structure of “Lyckeliv” is adapted to the 
existing streets. The layout of the different buildings 
could be described as strictly lined up along Träd-
lyckevägen but in a few certain places the build-
ings are absent. These are places were we have 
identified existing qualities in the topography, sight 
lines and intersection of streets, that makes a nat-
ural placement of future squares or parks. As all 
public parks and squares are directly connected to 
Trädlyckevägen, a clear rhythm is created between 
built-up and open, mass and void, which becomes 
an important tool for creating a varied environment 
along the entire street. 
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